
100 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999Automation of IC Layout with AnalogConstraintsEnrico Malavasi, Edoardo Charbon, Eric Felt and Alberto Sangiovanni-VincentelliAbstract| A methodology for the automatic synthesisof full-custom IC layout with analog constraints is pre-sented. The methodology guarantees that all performanceconstraints are met when feasible, or otherwise infeasibil-ity is detected as soon as possible, thus providing a robustand e�cient design environment. In the proposed approach,performance speci�cations are translated into lower levelbounds on parasitics or geometric parameters, using sen-sitivity analysis. Bounds can be used by a set of specializedlayout tools performing stack generation, placement, rout-ing and compaction. For each tool, a detailed descriptionis provided of its functionality, of the way constraints aremapped and enforced, and of its impact on the design ow.Examples drawn from industrial applications are reportedto illustrate the e�ectiveness of the approach.Keywords| Layout, Analog Design, Constraint-DrivenLayout. I. IntroductionThe layout of analog circuits is intrinsicallymore di�cultthan the digital one. High performance can be achievedby taking advantage of the physical characteristics of in-tegrated devices and of the correlation between electricalparameters and their variations due to statistical uctua-tions of the manufacturing process. Device matchings, par-asitics, thermal and substrate e�ects must all be taken intoaccount. The nominal values of performance functions aresubject to degradation due to a large number of parasiticswhich are generally di�cult to estimate accurately beforethe actual layout is completed. With severe performancedegradation, some speci�cations may not be satis�ed, thusjeopardizing the functionality of larger designs of which thecircuit is a relevant component.At the system level, analog silicon compilers havereached satisfactory results with systems characterized byregular hierarchical structures. Examples are programs forthe automatic synthesis of opamps and comparators [1], [2],[3], switched-capacitor �lters [4], [5], [6] and data convert-ers [7], [8], [9]. Although these generators cover a substan-tial fraction of the analog circuits needed in most indus-trial applications, a more general approach, able to copewith arbitrary architecture and full custom layout, is oftenneeded. A variety of approaches inherited from the digi-tal CAD world, with placement based on slicing structuresE. Malavasi is currently with Cadence Design Systems, San Jose,CA, and on leave from theDipartimento di Elettronica e Informatica,University of Padova, Italy.E. Charbon, E. Felt and A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli are with theDept. of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University ofCalifornia, Berkeley.This research has been supported in part by SRC (grant 91-DC-008), ARPA (grant J-FBI-90-073), FUJITSU, the MICRO Programof the State of California, the Italian National Council of Research,and Asea Brown Boveri, Baden, Switzerland.

and channel routing, have been proposed: in macro-cell [10]and standard-cell [11], [12], [13] approaches, capacitive cou-pling between interconnections is minimized during globalrouting by allocating sensitive nets to separate channels.In ilac [14], the layout generator for the analog synthe-sis system idac [15] the layout is based on the generationof specialized pre-de�ned modules. Knowledge-based ap-proaches, such as the ones presented in salim [16], ladies[17] and blades [18], rely heavily on the user's exper-tise. In [19], a gridless channel-router is described, wheregreat importance is given to parasitic control during rout-ing: capacitance bounds between nets are preserved by set-ting the minimum separation between horizontal segmentsin a channel, and by ordering them to avoid crossovers(if possible). In [20], cross-coupling minimization is therouting target, while stray resistances are controlled bymeans of variable wire-segment widths. In stat [21] andin koan/anagram [22], placement and routing rely onweighted parasitic minimization and matching constraintenforcement. Area routing and unconstrained placementwith abutment capability provide the layout with high ex-ibility and good area performance. However, no clear strat-egy is indicated for the de�nition of parasitic weights, ofrouting schedule and matching constraints. This informa-tion must be supplied by the user, on the ground of his/herexperience and knowledge of the circuit behavior. Finally,most of the systems cited above produce non-compactedlayouts. Unconstrained compaction can degrade parasiticsby modifying the spacings between interconnections andmatched devices. So far, few approaches [23] have beenreported which face, at least in part, the multi-constrainedanalog compaction problem.A set of tools able to guarantee that constraints are metin a reasonable number of applications would have a con-siderable impact, since analog designers need to trust a toolto meet their specs before using it. Analog CAD tools, liketheir digital counterparts, must guarantee to meet all specs,or otherwise to detect as soon as possible infeasibility andits causes. Only recently constraint-driven layout gener-ation tools [24], [25], [26], [27] have been proposed, gen-erally based on sensitivity analysis of circuit performance[28], [29]. In this paper, a methodology and the supportingtools [30] for performance-driven layout synthesis are pre-sented. In the methodology, high-level constraints are au-tomatically translated into a set of low-level bounds on theparameters (i.e. parasitics and geometry) that can be ef-fectively controlled during layout synthesis. Design choicesare taken trying to detect infeasible con�gurations as earlyas possible. After each stage of the design, further elab-oration is allowed only if the partial design can meet all



MALAVASI ET AL.: AUTOMATION OF IC LAYOUT WITH ANALOG CONSTRAINTS 101performance speci�cations. While the tools supporting themethodology have been presented [28], [27], [31], [32], [33],[34], so far no paper has been published to present an over-all view of the layout methodology. Moreover, to the bestof our knowledge this paper is the �rst comprehensive pre-sentation of a fully integrated performance-driven analoglayout system and of the tools supporting it, targeted to-ward a general set of applications.The top-down layout design ow is illustrated in Fig.1.At each step, the existence of a feasible con�guration ischecked and high-level constraints are translated into a setof bounds on low-level parameters. Sensitivity analysis andparasitic estimates are used to determine feasible bounds.Among all the possible sets of bounds, the one maximizingthe exibility of the tool to be used is chosen. Flexibilityis a function which measures how easily the tool is ableto meet the given set of constraints. In feedback paths,infeasible solutions are analyzed to increase the accuracyof the parameter estimates used for bound generation.Each layout phase is organized as illustrated in Fig.2.The design task is constrained by a set of input speci�ca-tions, which are either high-level performance speci�cationsor additional design constraints introduced by other layoutphases. Constraints are translated into a set of bounds onparasitics by a constraint generator, based on estimates ofthe feasible values of each parasitic. These bounds driveeach tool independently. The resulting layout is then ana-lyzed to check whether performance speci�cations have ac-tually been met. If some constraint has been violated, thevalues of the extracted parasitics can provide more accurateestimates to the constraint generator. The constraint gen-erator also executes the feasibility check. In fact, low-levelbounds must be feasible, i.e. they must lay between theminimum and maximum possible values estimated for theparameters. Such early detection of infeasibility providesan e�cient control of design iterations, thus minimizingoverall computation time. Feedback control paths provideprevious design phases with information on those criticalparasitics for which it was not possible to determine feasi-ble bounds with the current con�guration.In this paper, several tools supporting the methodologyare described. The basic algorithms employed by the toolsare described, while detailed discussion on each tool canbe found in the referenced literature. Emphasis is given totechniques and algorithms for the management of analogconstraints, and to their coordination in the design ow.The organization of this paper is as follows. Section IIpresents an overview of sensitivity analysis and on the tech-niques for constraint translation to low-level bounds. Theconstraint generator parcar is described in Section III. Inthe following sections, the constraint-driven tools are de-scribed. The placement tool puppy-a is described in Sec-tion IV, the routers art and road are presented in Sec-tion V, and the compactor sparcs-a is in Section VI. Ex-perimental results on industrial-strength benchmarks arereported in Section VII, followed by conclusions in Sec-tion VIII.

II. Sensitivity Analysis and ConstraintGenerationConstraint generation is the translation of high-level per-formance speci�cations into bounds on low-level layout pa-rameters, such as parasitics, wire and device spacing, andsymmetries.High-level performance constraints are expressed as max-imum allowed degradations from nominal values, due toprocess variance and to the parasitics introduced in thede�nition of layout details. Both absolute parasitic valuesand mismatch play a role in the deviation of performancefunctions from their nominal behavior. If some regularityassumptions are satis�ed, the relative importance of eachparameter can be expressed by the sensitivity of perfor-mance functions with respect to the parameters.We denote by Np the number of layout parameters, byp = [p1 : : : pNp ]T the array of all such parameters, andby p(0) = [p(0)1 : : : p(0)Np ]T the array of their nominal val-ues. Each performance Ki is a non-linear continuously dif-ferentiable function of all parasitics Ki = Ki(p) and thearray of the Nk performance functions will be indicatedas K = K(p) = [K1(p) : : : KNk(p)]T . If all parasiticsare subject to variations with respect to their nominal val-ues, let �K(p) = K(p) � K(p(0)) be the correspondingdegradation of K due to such variations.A generalized expression for the computation of sensitiv-ities from a set of arbitrary performance functions has beenderived in [35], [36]. With this formulation, all performancefunctions can be represented in a compact and rigorousway, as long as they are continuous and su�ciently regularin an interval around their nominal value, The sensitivityof Ki with respect to pj is de�ned as1Si;j = @Ki(p)@pj ����p(0) :The array of all sensitivities isS = 24 S1;1 : : : S1;Np: : : : : : : : :SNk ;1 : : : SNk ;Np 35 :Sensitivities are computed for each performance func-tion, with respect to all the parameters that may be intro-duced or modi�ed by the layout phase, i.e. parasitics andgeometric parameters. The adjoint technique of sensitivityanalysis [37] has been used in the AC, DC and time [38]domain. Performance degradations are approximated bylinearized expressions using sensitivities [39], which is ac-ceptable as long as we assume that degradations are smallcompared to the nominal values. The array of all degrada-tions of performance functions due to parasitic variationsis �K(p) = S hp� p(0)i (1)Before the de�nition of layout details, one cannot take ad-vantage of the possible cancellation e�ects due to positive1Here and in what follows the non-normalized notation, �rst usedin [28], is used for sensitivities, without loss of generality.



102 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999and negative sensitivities for di�erent parasitics. Hence,each performance constraint is modeled only with respectto the parasitics whose sensitivity is either positive or neg-ative, depending on the sign of the constraint itself. In thegeneral problem formulation, performance constraints aremodeled by the following inequalities 2:�K(p)��K+ � 0 (2)�K(p) + �K� � 0 (3)where �K+ and �K� are the vectors of constraints, in ab-solute value, on the degradation of performance functionsK(p) in the positive and negative direction respectively.They can be di�erent and one of them can eventually bein�nite. By substituting the linearized expression (1) in in-equalities (2) and (3), the general problem can be rewrittenas S+ hp� p(0)i��K+ � 0 (4)S� hp� p(0)i��K� � 0 (5)where S+ is the matrix of the worst-case positive sensi-tivities and S� is the matrix of the absolute values of theworst-case negative sensitivities:S+fi; jg = max(0; Si;j)S�fi; jg = max(0;�Si;j)In the remainder of this paper the `+' and `�' signs havebeen omitted in the notations of sensitivities and con-straints. Expressions (4) and (5) are given for positive andnegative directions, and the general problem formulationbecomes S hp� p(0)i��K � 0: (6)We want to determine an array of bounds p(b) =[p(b)1 : : : p(b)Np ]T for all parasitics, such that inequality (6)holds as long as each parasitic remains below its bound,i.e. S hp(b) � p(0)i��K = 0: (7)All bounds must be feasible and meaningful, i.e. they mustbe within the range of values that the parasitics can assumein practice. Let p(min)j and p(max)j be respectively the min-imum and maximumpossible values which can be assumedby parasitic pj , and let p(min) = [p(min)1 : : : p(min)Np ]T andp(max) = [p(max)1 : : : p(max)Np ]T . The array of bounds p(b)must satisfy the following inequalities:( p(b) � p(min) � 0p(b) � p(max) � 0 (8)The solution of equation (7), subject to the feasibility con-straints (8), is called the constraint-generation problem.The notation adopted in this paper, for frequently usedparasitics and performance functions, is reported in Ta-ble 1.2The notationA � 0 means that every element of arrayA is a realnumber not greater than 0. Similarly, A � 0 indicates that everyelement of A is a non-negative real number.

III. The Constraint GeneratorIn general, an in�nite number of solutions exist forthe constraint-generation problem. Parcar [28] is aconstraint-generator, namely a tool able to �nd a solutionto the constraint-generation problem under particular as-sumptions. Among all solutions, parcar chooses the onemaximizing the layout tool exibility, which is a measureof how easily the tool is able to meet the constraints. Toexplain this concept, suppose that the bound for a givenparasitic pj is close to its lower limit p(min)j , and far fromits upper limit p(max)j . Then the tool is required to main-tain pj within a bound which imposes a tight limit to itsvariation. If, on the contrary, the bound is close to p(max)j ,the e�ort required is lower, and the constraint is easier tomeet. Therefore exibility is de�ned asF = 1� kp(max) � p(b)k2kp(max) � p(min)k2 :A discussion of this de�nition and of the quadratic normchoice can be found in [28]. In parcar, a geometric normis used, and the constraint-generation problem is solvedby minimizing a quadratic function (the geometric norm)subject to linear constraints (7) and (8), using a standardquadratic programming (QP) package.The quality of the result depends on the estimates of par-asitic limits p(min) and p(max), which become more andmore accurate as layout details are de�ned during the de-sign. The values of p(min) and p(max) are generally notknown a priori. However, it is possible to compute suitableestimates, which depend on the layout algorithm used. Forexample, the minimum value of the cross-coupling capac-itance between unrouted nets can be set either to 0, orto the crossover capacitance due to unavoidable crossings.The latter estimate, however, is possible only if the routeris able to detect unavoidable net crossings. This is the casefor a channel router, where wire paths have been prede-�ned in the global routing phase. With maze routing, onthe contrary, the minimum value is always set to 0.A substantial speed-up of the QP solver is achieved byremoving from the problem those parasitics whose cumu-lative contribution to performance degradation is negligi-ble. A threshold value � < 1 is de�ned (in parcar we set� = 0:01). For each performance function Ki, all parasiticsare sorted by increasing value. The �rst ni parasitics in thesorted list such that:niXj=1Sijpmaxj � ��Ki (9)are considered non-critical with respect to the threshold�. This procedure detects the parasitics whose cumulativecontribution to performance degradation is small. To com-pensate for this simpli�cation in the constraint-generationproblem, equation (7) is modi�ed by replacing �K with(1��)�K. Notice that the sorting order may be di�erentfor di�erent performance functions. Let Pi denote the set



MALAVASI ET AL.: AUTOMATION OF IC LAYOUT WITH ANALOG CONSTRAINTS 103of ni critical parasitics sorted according to performanceKi.When all performance functions are considered simultane-ously, the set of non-critical parasitics isP = Nk\i=1Pi:The set P of non-critical parasitics determined in this wayis eliminated from further analysis. Di�erent sorted listsare maintained for each kind of parasitics (capacitances,resistances and inductances) and elimination is carried outseparately. This simpli�cation can be very e�ective, sincein most cases it allows to eliminate a relevant number ofnegligible parasitics.Matching ConstraintsMatching constraints are drawn from high-level con-straints through sensitivity analysis. Matching of devicesor interconnections can be de�ned as a correlation enforcedbetween their electrical parameters, by means of a properlayout setup minimizing the e�ect of technological gradi-ents and random mask errors.Consider two parasitics p1 and p2. Within the limits oflinear approximation (1), their contribution to the degra-dation of performance Ki is�Kij1;2 = Si;1p1 + Si;2p2 = 2Si;pp+ Si;�2 �p (10)where p = p1+p22 Si;p = Si;1 + Si;2�p = p1 � p2 Si;� = Si;1�Si;22It is evident that if ����Si;�Si;p ����� 1 (11)the contribution of p1 and p2 to the degradation of Kican be signi�cantly reduced by increasing the correlationbetween the two parasitics, i.e. by enforcing matching be-tween them. Inequality (11) determines quantitatively thebene�t deriving from matching enforcement. For each pairof parasitics, their mismatch and average sensitivities arecomputed. If relation (11) holds, the mismatch �p and theaverage value p replace p1 and p2 in the list of parasitics.In our approach, the magnitude requested to ratio ���Si;�Si;p ���is user-de�ned. In our tests, we have obtained good resultsby requiring the ratio to be at least 10, and this value hasbeen used in all the examples of this paper. If we assumethat all parameters in p (mismatches as well as parasitics)are independent random variables with zero mean, the vari-ance of the degradation of performance function Ki withrespect to the variances of all mismatches is�2(�Ki) =Xj 6=l jSi;�j;l j2 �2(�pj;l): (12)In [40], and more recently in [41], relations have been deter-mined between variances and the relative orientation and

distance between device pairs. This information can beused to translate the maximumallowed performance degra-dation into constraints on the physical separation and rela-tive orientation between devices. This procedure has beendescribed in detail in [42].Symmetry ConstraintsA quantitative approach to the determination of all par-asitic and device symmetry constraints has been devel-oped and is used to generate automatically symmetry con-straints. Symmetry is recognized as a particular case ofmatching between devices or interconnections belonging todistinct di�erential signal paths, which become e�ectivewhen the circuit is operated in di�erential mode. A graph-based search algorithm, described in detail in [42], has beendesigned for the automated detection of all critical symme-try constraints. First, a graph is built, with a node for eachcircuit net, and an edge for each device, to represent thecircuit connectivity. Then all virtual grounds are detectedby comparing the common- and di�erential-mode gains ofall nets. The search algorithm recognizes all the sub-graphswhose structure has the following characteristics:1. symmetric topology2. matching constraints between symmetric graph ele-ments3. the two halves of the structure are connected with oneanother by one or more real or virtual ground nets.Each of these sub-graphs is a di�erential structure, andthe symmetry constraints are all the matching constraintsrecognized at Step 2.ExampleAs a practical example, consider the clocked comparatorcompl, whose schematic is shown in Fig.3. This compara-tor has been used as a benchmark in several recent workson analog CAD [32], [43], [44], due to its relevant perfor-mance sensitivity to layout details. Consider the followingstray resistances (see Table 1 for notation) and the corre-sponding sensitivities of systematic o�set Voff with respectto each of them:p = 266666666666664 RS 1RS 2RS 3RS 4RS 6RS 7RS 20RS 21RS 22RS 23 377777777777775 S = 266666666666664 56:53�56:530:202�0:20211:83�11:8316:76�16:76�16:7216:72 377777777777775TO�set sensitivities to resistances are expressed in �V=
.They were computed by spice-3 [38] with a precisionwithin the third digit. Therefore for each of the pairsRS 1;2; RS 3;4; RS 6;7; RS 20;21; RS 22;23; RS 21;23; RS 20;22; RS 21;22the ratio (11) is ���Si;�Si;p ��� � 103, i.e. the resistive mismatch is



104 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999at least 103 times more important for o�set than the ab-solute values of these resistances. By simpli�cation (10),o�set sensitivities with respect to mismatches becomep = 2666666664 RS 1;2RS 20;23RS 21;23RS 20;22RS 21;22RS 6;7RS 3;4 3777777775 S = 2666666664 56:5316:7616:7416:7416:7211:830:201 3777777775TThe cumulative e�ect of all average values on performancedegradation is negligible according to (9), and thereforethey are all eliminated from p.The symmetry-constraint graph-search algorithm de-tected the following symmetric net pairs:(52; 53); (15; 16); (10; 11); (13; 14); (55;56)and the following device pairs:(M1;M2); (M20;M22); (M21;M23);(M25;M26); (M6;M7); (M10;M11); (M8;M9):Performance constraints are enforced on the max switchingdelay �D and on systematic o�set Voff :�D � 7nsjVoff j � 1mV (13)In the �rst steps of layout, we assume that the nominalvalue of all parasitics is 0, i.e. p(0) = [0 : : :0]T . Simulationyields a nominal value of the switching delay � (0)D = 4nsand null o�set. ThereforeK = " �DVoff�Voff # K(p(0)) = " 4:0ns0:00:0 # �K = " 3:0ns1mV1mV #As expected, sensitivity analysis shows that delay is sensi-tive to stray capacitances, while resistances and mismatcha�ect only o�set:p = 2666666666664 C15C16C55C56RS 1;2RS 20;23RS 21;23RS 20;22RS 21;22RS 6;7RS 3;4 3777777777775 S = 2666666666664 36ps=fF 0:0 0:036ps=fF 0:0 0:047ps=fF 0:0 0:047ps=fF 0:0 0:00:0 0:056mV=
 0:056mV=
0:0 0:016mV=
 0:016mV=
0:0 0:016mV=
 0:016mV=
0:0 0:016mV=
 0:016mV=
0:0 0:016mV=
 0:016mV=
0:0 0:011mV=
 0:011mV=
0:0 0:201�V=
 0:201�V=
 3777777777775TBecause of symmetries, and since the nominal value ofmismatch is 0, o�set sensitivities in the positive and nega-tive direction are equal. We use the following conservativeminimum and maximum parasitic estimates:minC = 1fFmaxC = 100fFminR = 0maxR = 50


With these estimates, parcar computed the following setof parasitic bounds:p(b) = 26666666666666664 71:96fF71:96fF78:52fF78:52fF1:0
7:4
7:4
7:4
7:5
19:9
49:5

37777777777777775Here the relation between sensitivity and tightness ofbounds is evident. Only a few parameters a�ect criticallythe performance of this circuit and therefore need to bebounded tightly. In practice, only the mismatch betweenthe source resistances in the di�erential pair and the mis-match between the two current mirrors (M20;M23) and(M21;M22) are responsible for o�set.IV. Placement with Analog ConstraintsPuppy-a [27] is a macro-cell-style placement tool basedon Simulated Annealing (S.A.) [45]. In puppy-a, the costfunction is a weighted sum of non-homogeneous parame-ters controlling parasitics, symmetries and device match-ing. Let s be a placement con�guration, i.e. the set of thepositions and rotation angles of all layout modules. Thecost function is given by the following expression:f(s) = �wlfwl(s) + �afa(s) + �ovfov(s) + �syfsy(s)+�mafma(s) + �wefwe(s) + �cofco(s)where:� fwl(s) is the sum of wire length estimates over allthe modules. Two estimation methods are available,one based on semi-perimeter and the other on pseudo-Steiner tree technique.� fa(s) is the total area of the circuit. Space for routingis estimated with the halo mechanism described in [46]� fov(s) is the total overlapping area between cells.� fwe(s) is a measure of the discontinuity of well regions.This parameter is used only in device-level placement.It is given by the sum of the distances between devicesthat should lay within the same well or substrate re-gion.� fsy(s) is a measure of the distance between placement sand a symmetric con�guration, given by the followingexpression: fsy(s) =X(d(s)i + �i) (14)where the sum is extended to all symmetric devices.Item d(s)i is the translation needed to bring the i-thcell to a symmetric position. The value of �i is 0 ifmirroring and/or rotation are not needed to enforcesymmetry, otherwise it is set to 10.



MALAVASI ET AL.: AUTOMATION OF IC LAYOUT WITH ANALOG CONSTRAINTS 105� fma(s) is a measure of the mismatch between circuitdevices. Its de�nition is similar to the one of fsy(s):fma(s) =X(d(m)i + �i)where the sum is extended to all matched devices.Item d(m)i is the translation needed to bring the i-thdevice inside an area of adequate matching character-istics with the other matched devices. This area can beuser-speci�ed or automatically computed as explainedin Section III. Parameter �i and has the same meaningas in (14).� fco(s) is a penalty function accounting for performanceconstraint violations. Its computation is key to ourperformance-driven approach. Estimates p(min) andp(max) of minimum and maximum interconnect ca-pacitances and resistances are obtained on the groundof net length estimates and of the available routing lay-ers. Using the linearized expression (1), performancedegradation can be computed at each annealing itera-tion, and one of the following cases can apply.1. If the maximum degradation is within the speci�ca-tions, that isS hp(max) � p(0)i��K � 0 (15)no cost function penalty is imposed. In fact, in thiscase constraints (7) and (8) are met whatever valuesthe parasitics assume.2. Otherwise, fco(s), is a function of the constraint vi-olation�K(p).In case 2, the penalty term is computed as follows.Let �Ki(min) and �Ki(max) be respectively the min-imum and maximum values that the degradation ofperformance Ki can assume with di�erent values ofparasitics. fco = NkXi=1 Ciwhere Ci is given byCi =8>><>>: 0; if �Ki(max) � �Ki�Ki(max) ��Ki; if �Ki(min) < �Ki � �Ki(max)(Sr + 1)(�Ki(max) � (Sr�c + 1)�Ki);if �Ki � �Ki(min)�c is the ratio between the maximum and minimumvalue of the minimum-width unit-length substrate ca-pacitance of interconnections on the available routinglayers. If Sr � 1 then the values of Ci for feasibleand infeasible placements di�er by at least one orderof magnitude. In our implementation, Sr = 10.In case deterministic values for p(max) are not avail-able, the degradation variance �2(�Ki) is computedwith the model (12), and then compared with spec-i�cation �2(�Ki), using equation (15). The addedmeasure of violation is then treated like any otherperformance violation and used to drive directly theannealing algorithm.

� �wl; �a; �ov; �we; �sy; �ma and �co are non-negativeweights. Their initial default values are adjusted dy-namically during the algorithm using heuristics sothat, at the beginning of the annealing, area and wirelength dominate in the expression of the cost function,then their importance decreases progressively, until atlow temperatures overlaps, symmetries, and constraintviolations become dominating.Abutment and control of junction capacitancesDevice abutment during placement is useful to reduceinterconnect and junction capacitances, and to obtain sub-stantial gain in area. It can also be used to merge the dif-fusion regions of MOS transistors or of other components,such as capacitors, BJTs etc. In puppy-a, abutment isobtained in two di�erent ways. The �rst is by dynamicdevice abutment (similar to the approach in koan [22]),performed by puppy-a during the annealing algorithm. Inpuppy-a, dynamic abutment is driven by parasitic con-straints, as well as by area and wiring considerations. In-stead of randomly choosing the devices to merge, the algo-rithm operates �rst on the nets whose parasitics are criti-cal for performance constraints. The second is through thestack generator ldo, which e�ciently builds stacks con-taining transistors all with the same width.Ldo [34] implements stacks of folded or interleaved MOStransistors sharing their drain and source di�usions. Denselayouts can be achieved with this approach, the junctioncapacitances associated with shared di�usions being min-imized. Moreover, matching between transistors decom-posed into elements stacked together is usually good, inparticular if the elements are interleaved. Because of theregularity of these structures, routing is usually dense withthis layout style.The target of the stack generator can be summarized asfollows:1. obtain maximally compact stacks, so that the areaoccupied by the devices is minimum;2. keep all critical capacitances at their minimum valueby exploiting the abutment of source/drain di�usionareas;3. provide control over device matching, so that criti-cally matched devices can be decomposed into inter-leaved elements, and common-centroid structures areobtained when symmetry constraints are enforced;4. provide control over net length, by conveniently dis-tributing the elements within the stacks.Ldo is based on an algorithm exploiting the equivalence be-tween stack generation and path partitioning in the circuitgraph. The algorithm is guaranteed to �nd all optimumstacked con�gurations, according to an optimality crite-rion de�ned by a cost function, which takes into accountparasitic criticality, matching constraints and device area.The stack generation algorithm is based on a two-phaseapproach, working on the circuit graph, i.e. a graph whosenodes are circuit nets, and whose edges are MOS transis-tors. In the �rst phase, a dynamic programming proceduregenerates all possible paths in the circuit graphs, namely in



106 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999the connected subgraphs whose nodes have no more thantwo adjacent edges. The second phase explores the com-patibility between all paths. By solving a clique problem,an optimum set of paths is selected, which minimizes thecost function and contains all the transistors of the circuit.More details on the algorithm and its implementation canbe found in [34].In ldo, not only are symmetries fully taken into account,but they have proved e�ective to reduce the computationalcomplexity by limiting the size of the search space, whilepreserving the admissibility of the algorithm (i.e. the opti-mum solution is always found). In practice, the higher thenumber of symmetry constraints, the faster the algorithmruns.By abutting elemental transistors into one stack, theirsource/drain regions are merged, thus reducing e�ectivelytheir junction capacitances. The cost function driving ldotries to minimize the most critical capacitances, accordingto the tightness of their bounds. Junction capacitancesare the only parasitics that can be directly controlled byldo, because they are directly inuenced by the shape andinner organization of the stacks. Routing parasitics, suchas interconnect stray resistances and capacitances, can becontrolled e�ectively only after the placement phase. Thislimitation can be overcome by simultaneously generatingand placing the stacks. This has been achieved by means ofan annealing move-set extension, to include a move called\alternative solution swap", which selects randomly a mod-ule in the circuit, and swaps it with one of its alternativeimplementations found by ldo. The criterion whether toaccept the move is based on the usual annealing scheme[33].ExampleConsider the clocked comparator compl. Many possi-ble stack implementations exist for this circuit. Two ofsuch possible solutions are shown in Fig.4. All transistorshave been grouped in four sub-circuits, according to theirchannel widths, their matching requirements and bulk nets.Only transistors belonging to the same sub-circuit can be-long to the same stack. The two solutions only di�er bythe implementation of the stack containing the input dif-ferential pair. In the �rst realization they are interleaved ina common-centroid pattern, which minimizes device mis-match, but usually requires a considerable area overhead,due to the complex routing required. The second solu-tion is symmetric, but without the common-centroid struc-ture. The choice between such alternative realizations isleft to the user or it can be made automatically duringthe placement phase on the ground of area and routingconsiderations. In both solutions, critical nets 55, 56, 15,16, whose capacitance toward the substrate strongly in-uences the comparator speed, have been kept in internalpositions when possible. Their capacitances are reported inTable 2. In both cases stack abutment yielded a reductionof net capacitance. Such a reduction can be exploited toimprove the exibility of the routing stage. For example,consider nets 55 and 56. Abutment allowed each of them

to be reduced by more than 6.6fF, which in our process isthe capacitance of a 136�m-long minimum-width metal-1wire. Therefore the router is allowed to draw longer wiresfor the sensitive nets, thus increasing the success rate andthe robustness of the entire layout synthesis.These capacitance values constitute new nominal valuesand better lower limits, and can be used to compute a newset of bounds. By using these values:C(min)15 = C(nom)15 = C(min)16 = C(nom)16 = 34:4fFC(min)55 = C(nom)55 = C(min)56 = C(nom)56 = 6:6fFmaxC = 100fFminR = 0maxR = 50
 (16)we obtain the following arrays:K(p(0)) = 24 5:5ns0:00:0 35 �K = 24 1:5ns1mV1mV 35Here the delay degradation, due to the insertion of junctioncapacitances, is apparent. The next set of bounds foundby parcar is the following:p(b) = 26666666666666664 67:1fF67:1fF48:9fF48:9fF1:0
7:4
7:4
7:4
7:5
19:9
49:5

37777777777777775 (17)Notice that all bounds on critical capacitances have beenlowered, because the degradation allowed to delay issmaller than in the previous step. In fact half of the degra-dation allowed at the beginning of the layout design hasbeen introduced by junction capacitances alone, and theremaining half will be available to the remaining tools (i.e.placement and routing tools). The placement of Fig.5 wasobtained with the set of bounds (17). After placement, es-timates of the minimum values of all critical parasitics canbe drawn, taking into account the junction capacitances ofall terminals and the estimated minimum length of inter-connections between terminals:p(0) = p(min) = 26666666666666664 10:1fF10:1fF51:0fF51:0fF0:00:00:00:00:00:00:0

37777777777777775 (18)



MALAVASI ET AL.: AUTOMATION OF IC LAYOUT WITH ANALOG CONSTRAINTS 107V. Routing with Analog ConstraintsChannel RoutingIn the channel router art [24], the two-layer gridlesschannel-routing problem [47] is represented by a vertical-constraint graph (VCG) whose nodes correspond to thehorizontal segments of a net or subnet. An undirected edgelinks two nodes if the associated segments have a commonhorizontal span. A directed edge links two nodes if onesegment has to be placed above the other because of pinconstraints. The weight of an edge is the minimumdistancebetween the center lines of two adjacent segments. Hencethe channel routing problem is formulated as the problemof directing all the undirected edges so as to minimize thelongest directed path in the VCG. The length of such pathcorresponds to the channel width. Over-constraints can besolved by assigning to each net more than one node in theVCG. However, with this approach we introduce additionalcapacitive couplings due to the wire jogs. In the currentimplementation of art, one VCG node is supported foreach net.In art, all parasitic bounds are mapped into constraintsfor the VCG. Within a channel, nets provide two di�erentcontributions to cross-coupling capacitance: crossover ca-pacitances between overlapped orthogonal wire segments,and capacitances between segments running parallel toeach other. Both depend on the distribution of terminalsalong the channel edges. Unavoidable crossovers can be de-termined directly on the ground of the terminal positions.If such a crossover is detected, it introduces a lower boundfor the cross-coupling capacitance between the correspond-ing nets. The coupling between horizontal adjacent edgesis controlled by their minimum separation, and therefore itis proportional to the weight of the corresponding edge inthe VCG. This contribution can be theoretically reducedat will by inserting su�cient space, or by exploiting theshielding e�ect due to other wires. Shielding nets can beinserted on purpose, if the presence of a further wire seg-ment in the channel is more convenient in terms of areathan extra spacing. In art, this is automatically carriedout by adding a new node and edges to the VCG.Perfect mirror symmetry can be achieved when symmet-ric nets are restricted to di�erent sides of the symmetryaxis (i.e. they don't cross). If the horizontal spans of apair of symmetric nets intersect the symmetry axis, perfectmirror symmetry cannot be achieved. However, good par-asitic matching can be obtained between the nets with thetechnique illustrated in Fig.6. A \connector" allows twosymmetric segments to cross over the axis. Resistances andcapacitances of the two nets are matched, because for eachone the connector introduces the same interconnect length,the same number of corners on each layer, and the samenumber of vias. Only coupling capacitances with othernets running close to the connector will su�er slight asym-metries.Area RoutingRoad [31] is a maze router based on the A* algorithm

[48], using a relative grid with dynamic allocation. Foreach net, the path found by the maze router is the oneof minimum length. If a cost function is de�ned on theedges of the grid, the path found is the one minimizing theintegral of the cost function. In road, the cost function isa weighted sum of several non-homogeneous items. Let Nbe the set of all nets. On a given grid edge x with lengthL(x), on layer l, the cost function for a net N 2 N has thefollowing form:F (x) = L(x) ��1 + Cr(x)Cr0 +wRRu(l)R0 +wCu Cu(l)C0 ++ 1CP Xn2N�fNgwCnCn(x)1A (19)where:� Cr(x) is a measure of local area crowding. It is com-puted in a simpli�ed form, by giving over-congestedareas steep cost function \hills", which prevent futurewires from crossing these areas. Area crowding Cr(x)is given by Cr(x) = � 0; if R � 1Crmax if R > 1 (20)where Crmax is a large constant (the height of the\hills"), and R is the ratio between the needed roomfor the new wire which has to be built, and the roomavailable on the sides of edge x:R = needed roomavailable room :� Ru(l) is the resistance of a minimum-width unit-lengthwire segment on layer l.� Cu(l) is the capacitance to bulk of a minimum-widthunit-length wire segment on layer l. The model is de-scribed in Appendix.� Cn(x) is the capacitance between a unit-length wiresegment located across edge x and the wire implement-ing net n. The model is described in Appendix.� wRu , wCu and wCn are weights regulating the relativeimportance of each item.� Cr0, R0, C0, CP are reference parameters providingdimensional homogeneousness to the addenda and ameaning to their comparison.Weights provide an e�cient way to limit the magnitudeof critical parasitics. Performance sensitivities to parasiticsare used to generate the weights for the cost function driv-ing the area router. The contribution of a parasitic toperformance degradation is proportional to the sensitivityand inversely proportional to the maximumvariation rangeallowed to that performance. The weight wj associated toparasitic pj is de�ned as follows:wj = NkXi=1  S�i;j�K�i + S+i;j�K+i !P0where P0 is a normalization factor, such that, if sensitivi-ties are not all zero, at least one weight is set to 1, and the
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; V; F; : : :) depends on the parasitic type. With thisde�nition, each item in (19) can be interpreted as the con-tribution to performance degradation due to one of the par-asitics introduced by the wire segment routed along edge xof the grid.The routing schedule is determined with a set of heuristicrules set up and tuned with experimental tests. The higherthe number of constraints on a net, the higher is its priority.We de�ne a number of properties that a net can have, forinstance symmetry, belonging to the class of supply nets,of clocks etc. The priority of net n is given by the followingexpression:Pr(n) =Xj ajPropj(n) + NpXi=1 apiwpiwhere Propj(n) is 1 if net n has the j-th property, and 0otherwise. Parameters wpi are the same parasitic weightsused to de�ne the cost function (19), while aj and api arepriority weights expressing the importance of each prop-erty. Priority weights are assigned in such a way that max-imum priority is given to symmetric nets, followed by sup-ply nets and then by nets with tight electrical requirements.The most di�cult nets are routed �rst, and the unroutedones are less and less critical as the circuit crowding in-creases. If two nets have the same priority, the shorter oneis routed �rst.After performing the weight-driven routing, parasiticsare extracted and performance degradation is estimatedand compared with its speci�cations. If constraints (6) arenot met, the weights of the most sensitive parasitics areraised and routing is repeated. When the weights of allsensitive parasitics hit their maximum value (that is 1), it-erations stop. This means that even considering maximumcriticality for the sensitive parasitics, routing is not possi-ble on the given placement, without constraint violations.In this case, the circuit placement needs to be generatedagain, using a wider range of variation for the detectedsensitive parasitics.SymmetriesRoad is able to �nd symmetric paths for di�erential sig-nals with symmetric placements, even in the presence of anon-symmetric distribution of terminals. The algorithm,described in detail in [31], is illustrated in Fig.7. Let usassume without loss of generality that the symmetry axisis vertical and it splits the circuit into a left half and a righthalf. If the placement is not perfectly symmetric, we con-sider the outline determined by the union of real obstaclesand virtual obstacles obtained by mirroring each obstaclewith respect to the symmetry axis. First every net is builtconsidering only the terminals located on the left side ofthe symmetry axis or on the border of the wiring space,that is not contained by any virtual image of an obstacle.The wire segments de�ned in this way are called left-sidesegments. Then, each left-side segment is mirrored with re-spect to the symmetry axis. Next, the routing is extended

to cover the portions of area occupied by virtual obstacles,but not by real obstacles. The segments whose existence isnot required for the full net connectivity are pruned. Onlythose branches of non-symmetric nets should be pruned,that don't cross or run close to symmetric nets.Electrostatic ShieldsDecoupling based only on wire spacing can increase ex-cessively area, and this can be avoided by inserting wirestubs, connected to a virtual ground, shielding criticallycoupled wires. Shields are built after all wires have beenrouted. Given two wires to be decoupled, �rst a grid nodebetween each pair of parallel segments of the two wires isfound, or generated by dynamic grid allocation. On eachof these node, area congestion is computed with expression(20), and a terminal is de�ned wherever congestion is su�-ciently low, i.e. where Cr(x) < Crmax. Next, a new wireis routed through all these terminals, and connected (withnull weight on resistive constraints) to the proper groundnode. If local congestion doesn't allow to create a suit-able shield, then we pass to the re-route phase as describedabove.ExampleConsider the clocked comparator compl. After theplacement step, the nominal values of all parasitics havebeen updated as shown in (18). With these new nominalvalues, the least capacitive interconnect among the termi-nals of the critical nets would give (by simulation) a totaldelay of 5.9ns:K(p(0)) = 24 5:9ns0:00:0 35 �K = 24 1:1ns1mV1mV 35With the high-level constraints (13), now only 1:5ns of de-lay degradation are allowed to the router, of which 0:4nshave been recognized as being unavoidable with this place-ment. Therefore tight bounds will have to be enforcedby the router. In fact parcar now requires the followingbounds: p(b) = 26666666666666664 76:5fF76:5fF39:3fF39:3fF1:0
7:4
7:4
7:4
7:5
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49:5

37777777777777775Comparing the capacitive bounds with the junction capaci-tances (16) computed after module generation, it is evidentthat 42:5fF are available for routing nets 15 and 16, and32:7fF are available for nets 55 and 56. The layout routedby road is shown in Fig.8.



MALAVASI ET AL.: AUTOMATION OF IC LAYOUT WITH ANALOG CONSTRAINTS 109Extraction results for capacitances are the following:C15 = 70:3fFC16 = 70:4fFC55 = 20:6fFC56 = 18:0fFSimulation results after extraction of the routed layout givea delay of 6:5ns and an o�set of 756�V .VI. CompactionSparcs-a [49] is a mono-dimensional constraint-graph(CG) longest-path compactor, implementing algorithms toenforce symmetry and parasitic constraints. The role ofcompaction in the constraint-driven approach is importantfor two reasons:1. Constraints enforced by the previous layout steps,such as parasitic bounds, symmetries, and shields,should not be disrupted for the sake of area minimiza-tion. The compactor must be able to respect and ifnecessary to enforce such constraints.2. The compactor can recover design-rule errors andconstraint violations. Hence the requirements onplacement and routing in terms of constraint enforce-ment can be relaxed. Since compaction has gener-ally higher computational e�ciency than routing, theoverall CPU cost of layout design can be substantiallyreduced. Thus, in addition to reducing chip area, com-paction also improves the e�ciency and robustness ofthe entire analog synthesis process by permitting theuse of more aggressive techniques during placementand routing.The algorithm implemented in sparcs-a takes advantageof the high speed of the CG-based technique to provide agood starting point to a Linear Programming (LP) solver.Mono-dimensional compaction is iterated alternatively inthe two orthogonal directions, until no area improvementis achieved. The algorithm used in each iteration is thefollowing:1. With the CG technique, solve the spacing problemwithout symmetry constraints.2. Use the simplex linear programming algorithm tosolve the symmetry constraints, using the CG solutionas initial starting point.3. Round o� the coordinates of the elements laying outof the critical path4. Verify that all constraints are satis�edUsing the CG solution as starting point is key to a signi�-cant speed-up in the solution of the linear problem. Com-pared to previous approaches [23] solving compaction us-ing an LP solver, this algorithm represents a substantialimprovement. In fact in our case the LP solver starts froma feasible con�guration which is already close to the �nalsolution. The range of cases that can be managed withacceptable computational complexity is therefore signi�-cantly broadened [50]. Control over cross-coupling capac-itances is enforced by modifying the constraint-graph be-fore computing the longest path. Proper distances between

parallel interconnection edges are kept to maintain cross-coupling capacitances below their bounds. This is achievedby employing a heuristic which adds extra spacing betweenwire segments, based on the need for decoupling and ontheir length, which has a direct impact on the overall area.The procedure implementing this heuristic is the following.procedure modify-graph/* Purpose: Add constraints to improve capacitive decoupling *//* Since this procedure is called only if some performance violation *//* has been found, we know that at least one bound has been exceeded. */for each cross-coupling Cj such that Cj > Cbj :let �j = current min. distance between any two parallel segmentscontributing to Cj�j = �j +mindist(Cj ;Cbj )for each pair Pi of parallel segments:let di = current minimum distance between the segments of pair Pi ;if di < �j thenAdd constraint to graph requiring di � �j between the segmentsendendCj indicates the j-th cross-coupling capacitance, andCbj is the bound on its maximum value. Functionmindist(Cj; Cbj ), which depends on the model used for ca-pacitances (see Appendix), returns the minimum distanceincrement to add between parallel segments of the j-th pairof wires, to reduce their cross-coupling capacitance fromCjto Cbj . For each cross-coupling Cj exceeding its bound Cbj ,�j is the minimum distance to be kept between parallelsegments of the j-th pair of wires. The distance incrementis a function of the parasitic bound violation: the biggerthe violation, the wider the extra spacing added. Noticethat in procedure modify-graph, spacing is added not onlybetween the nearest segments, but also between all the seg-ment pairs whose distance is less than �j .The spacing step implemented by procedure modify-graph can introduce over-constraints making the graph un-solvable. An example where this situation might occur isillustrated in Fig.9. Two wire segments are connected toterminals A and B, whose relative position is �xed withrespect to the instance of a sub-cell. An over-constraint,due to a positive loop in the CG, is generated if the spacingrequired between the segments is �j > D�W1�W2. Whena positive loop is detected, a pruning procedure is invoked,which removes the newly-added spacing constraints con-tained in the positive-weight loops. In such situation, thetask of decoupling the two nets is left to the remaining seg-ment pairs. If a feasible solution involving the remainingsegment pairs does not exist, an error is reported becausethe constraint cannot be met.One of the main advantages of the longest-path com-paction algorithm is that right after each compaction stepit provides the exact value of the minimum layout pitch.This can be exploited to add geometric constraints togetherwith electrical performance speci�cations. Let us consider,without loss of generality, a horizontal compaction step.The pitch W of the longest path can be checked againstthe maximum size Wmax allowed to the circuit width. Ifit is smaller, the di�erence between them is the maximumamount by which the vertical parallel wire segments be-



110 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999longing to the longest path itself can be brought apart fromeach other. Otherwise, all such pairs of wire segments mustbe kept at their minimumdistance. This corresponds to anadditional constraint:Xi �i � min(0; Wmax �Wlp) (21)where the sum is extended to all the vertical segment pairslaying on the longest path. Aspect ratio constraints can bereduced to absolute-size constraints by considering, at eachstep, the pitch of the layout in the orthogonal direction as�xed.ExampleConsider once more the clocked comparator compl. Asshown at the end of Section V, after routing the probleminstances are the following:p(0) = 26666666666666664 70:3fF70:4fF20:6fF18:0fF0000000
37777777777777775 K(p(0)) = 24 6:2ns756�V�756�V 35�K = 24 0:8ns244�V�244�V 35The solution to the constraint-generation problem isp(b) = 26666666666666664 87:7fF87:8fF32:8fF28:4fF1:0
1:0
1:0
1:0
1:0
5:2
49:3


37777777777777775Notice that now resistive mismatch has become critical be-cause of the shrunk margin allowed to o�set degradation.Of the capacitive parasitics, C55 and C56 have been rec-ognized as more critical than the others, and their boundshave been further tightened with respect to their previ-ous values used to drive the router. Other bounds on C15and C16 have been relaxed as a consequence. The lay-out produced with this set of bounds is shown in Fig.10.Capacitive extraction from this layout yields the followingvalues: C15 = 73:9C16 = 75:2C55 = 18:8C56 = 17:2

Simulation showed that in the compacted layout perfor-mance speci�cations were met with an o�set of 743�V anda delay of 6:7ns. VII. ResultsAll the tools described in this paper have been imple-mented within the octtools framework of the Univer-sity of California at Berkeley. This has allowed us to testthe described algorithms, and to validate the methodolog-ical approach on a large set of test circuits. All sensitivitycomputation and simulations have been done using spice-3[38].This section reports a few circuit examples to illustratethe methodology and the results which can be achieved.Example: two-stage CMOS opampConsider the two-stage CMOS opamp shown in Fig.11,with speci�cation constraints on o�set Voff and on unity-gain bandwidth !0: jVoff j < 2:6mV!0 > 6:5MHzSimulation results con�rm that with no parasitics the nom-inal values of systematic o�set and bandwidth would beV (0)off = 2:4mV , and !(0)0 = 6:6MHz respectively. Hence:K(p(0)) = 24 2:4mV�2:4mV�6:6MHz 35 �K = 24 0:2mV5:0mV0:1MHz 35For sake of clarity only a portion of the circuit in Fig.11is quantitatively analyzed in terms of the e�ects on per-formance by interconnect parasitics. In Fig.12 the inputdi�erential pair and its active load are shown. Three dif-ferent solutions found by ldo are shown in Fig.13. All meetmatching and symmetry requirements, have the same val-ues for all critical junction capacitances, and require thesame area for active devices, i.e. for ldo the costs of thethree implementations are the same. According to the no-tation de�ned in Table 1, the critical parasitic array andthe matrix of sensitivities are:p = 266666664 RS 1RS 2RS 2;1RS 3;4Vt 2;1Vt 3;4C6;9C6C9 377777775 S = 2666666664 0:0 0:0 0:46KHz=
0:0 0:0 0:51KHz=
0:020mV=
 0:020mV=
 0:00:013mV=
 0:013mV=
 0:44KHz=
5:00� 10�4 5:00� 10�4 0:01:25� 10�4 1:25� 10�4 0:00:0 0:0 1:21KHz=fF0:0 0:0 1:03KHz=fF0:0 0:0 0:84KHz=fF 3777777775TNotice that o�set sensitivities are not null only w.r.t. mis-match parameters. Consider now the three alternative im-plementations shown in Fig.13. Realization (a) requires thesmallest routing area for nets 6 and 9. This implies low in-terconnect resistances and capacitances and therefore low!0 degradation. Estimations of parasitics would yield a�!0 of -74 KHz and a �Voff of 0:3mV . Clearly only onespeci�cation can be met with such a con�guration, unlessthe speci�cation on o�set is relaxed. This is mainly due tothe role played by the threshold voltage mismatch. In real-ization (c) both the di�erential pair and the active load are



MALAVASI ET AL.: AUTOMATION OF IC LAYOUT WITH ANALOG CONSTRAINTS 111tightly interleaved, and therefore the threshold voltage mis-match is minimized, though at the expenses of capacitivecross-coupling and of substrate capacitance of nets 6 and 9.In fact !0 exceeds the speci�cations (-173.98 KHz), whileVoff becomes acceptable (150.33 �V ). If both tight perfor-mance constraints are speci�ed simultaneously, a trade-o�con�guration must be chosen. For instance, in realization(b) the di�erential pair is interleaved in a common-centroidpattern, while the active load is implemented in a simplerway. With this con�guration, both constraints are satis-�ed. In fact �Voff and �!0 are 148.0 �V and 97.2 KHz ,respectively. Notice that this particular layout cannot befound with any tool relying only on automatic abutmentduring placement, because of the interleaved pattern in thedi�erential pair. Nor could it be generated with standardmodule generators [51], unless a detailed knowledge of thecircuit structure was known a priori.Example: fastcompFig.14 shows the schematic of a clocked comparatornamed fastcomp. For this circuit we consider speci�ca-tions on voltage o�set and switching speed. The nominalvalues are Voff = 0:0mV�D(H ! L) = 2:42ns�D(L! H) = 2:49nsThe constraint speci�cations arejVoff j � 2:0mVj��D(H ! L)j � 0:25nsj��D(L! H)j � 0:25nsThereforeK = 26666664 Voff�Voff�D(H ! L)��D(H ! L)�D(L! H)��D(L! H) 37777775 K(p(0)) = 26666664 0:00:02:42ns�2:42ns2:49ns�2:49ns 37777775�K = 26666664 2mV2mV0:25ns0:25ns0:25ns0:25ns 37777775Table 3 shows some of the most critical parasitic constraintsfound by parcar. As expected, the main contribution tovoltage o�set is due to parasitic resistances responsible forsource degeneration of the input pair. The input sourcefollowers (MP10-11 and MP8-9) are less critical than thehigh-gain pairs (MN3-4, MN1-2 and MP2-3).The complete layout of fastcomp is shown in Fig.15.Fig.16 shows two details of the layout area highlighted inFig.15, respectively with and without parasitic and topo-logical constraint enforcement. In the right-hand side ex-ample, large capacitive couplings between critical nets are

clearly visible. In particular, a considerable mismatch ispresent between nets 7 and 8. The capacitance of nets3,4,9,10 is large, thus slowing down the signal path. Thesecapacitances are much smaller in the example shown in theleft-hand side. Notice that relatively large cross-couplingsbetween nets 3,4 and 9 were accepted due to their lowcriticality. A performance comparison of both the con-strained and the unconstrained layouts is summarized inTable 4. Table 5 lists the CPU times required on a DEC-station 5000/240 for each layout phase.Example: mphFig.17 shows the schematic of a micro-power ampli�er.This is an example that shows how the layout methodologydescribed in this paper �ts also tight constraint speci�ca-tions on relatively large circuits. The nominal performancevalues for this circuit are the following:Vdd = 1:5V!0 = 6:0MHzAv = 120dB�M = 60�The following constraints have been speci�ed:j�Vddj � 150mV�!0 � �100KHz�Av � �0:1dBj��M j � 10�ThereforeK = 26664 Vdd�Vdd�!0�Av�M��M 37775 K(p(0)) = 26664 1:5V�1:5V�6:0MHz�120dB60��60� 37775 �K = 26664 150mV150mV100KHz0:1dB10�10� 37775The complete layout of mph is shown in Fig.18.Results for this layout are reported in Table 6, comparedwith the data from a hand-made implementation of thesame circuit, made by an experienced designer. The com-parison between the layouts shows the usefulness of theconstraint-driven approach. Table 7 shows the CPU timesrequired by each phase of the design, referred to a Dec-station 5000/240. Due to the very large set of critical par-asitics and the tightness of constraints, parcar requireda considerably longer CPU time than with fastcomp andthe previous examples.Table 8 summarizes the results obtained with the toolsdescribed in this paper on a set of benchmarks of industrialstrength. In each of these examples, all the performancespeci�cations have been met. CPU times refer to a Dec-station 5000/240. VIII. ConclusionsIn this paper we have presented a constraint-drivenmethodology for the design of analog layout, supported bya set of specialized tools. The key points of the methodol-ogy can be summarized as follows:



112 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999� We apply a rigorous methodology to translate high-level performance speci�cations into the set of con-straints that the tools are able to control. The con-straint generation technique guarantees that if we cansatisfy the low-level constraints, all high-level speci�-cations will be met.� At each step of the layout design the tools are able toenforce constraints on all low-level parameters of thecircuit.� Infeasibility is detected as soon as possible in the de-sign ow. A quantitative analysis allows us to deter-mine the causes of infeasibility and to address a re-design strategy.The tools presented cover all the major steps of layout syn-thesis, namely placement, routing and compaction. Thepresence of a constraint-aware compactor allows the rout-ing phase a more aggressive approach, thus improving thesuccess rate and the robustness of the entire synthesis. Alltools have been integrated in an environment where theyshare the data-base, the constraint representation, the par-asitic models, and the performance analysis methods.The impact of each layout step on the exibility of theentire design ow has been analyzed in detail. The ex-amples shown are benchmarks of industrial strength, andvalidate the e�ectiveness of our methodology.AcknowledgmentsThe authors would like to thank the students, researchersand professors of the Electronics Research Lab. of theDept. of EECS of the University of California, for manydiscussions on the topics of this paper. This work couldnot have been possible if we had not been surrounded bysuch a stimulating human environment.Some of the examples shown in this paper have beenprovided by Dr. Marco Gandini of CSELT Laboratories,Torino, Italy, Dr. John Cohn of IBM Corp., Essex Jct.VT, Prof. J. H. Huijsing and Dr. R. G. H. Eschauzier ofDelft University of Technology, The Netherlands, whom wegratefully acknowledge.AppendixCapacitive models for interconnectionsThis appendix reports the capacitive models adopted tocompute the stray capacitances of interconnections. In allour tools,, the capacitive models described by [52] havebeen used. The dependence of the capacitance between anet and the substrate, or between two nets, is expressed asa polynomial in terms of wire widths and spacings. The co-e�cients are technology dependent, and can be computed,for each process, by accurate three-dimensional simulationas in [52], by interpolation on experimental measurement,or by solving the Laplace equation when geometries aresu�ciently regular.The capacitance between a unity-length wire segmentand the substrate is given by:Cu = k0 + k1w
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